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ABSTRACT 

 

The factual software architectures that are actually implemented of distributed systems do not conform the planned 

software architectures (Beck 2010). It happens due to the complexity of distributed systems. This problem begets 

two main challenges; First, how to extract the factual software architectures with the proper techniques and second, 

how to compare the planned software architecture with the extracted factual architecture. This study aims to use 

process mining to discover factual software architecture from codes and represents software architecture model in 

Petri Net to evaluate model by the linear temporal logic and process mining. In this paper, the applicability of 

process mining techniques, implemented in the ProM6.7 framework is shown to extract and evaluate factual 

software architectures. Furthermore, capabilities of Hierarchical Colored Petri Net implemented in CPN4.0 are 

exploited to model and simulate software architectures. The proposed approach has been conducted on a case study 

to indicate applicability of the approach in the distributed data base system. The final result of the case study 

indicates process mining is able to extract factual software architectures and also to check its conformance. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 

A distributed system normally has various components that are communicating through the 

network. Perhaps one of the significance of distributed system is integration of a large number of 

legacy applications distributed over the network. A distributed system can be developed by 

various programming languages and established on various distinctive operating systems. 

Sometimes, using a distributed system is more economical than a centralized system. Utilizing of 

existing low power systems is financially justifiable rather than purchasing either 

supercomputers or mainframes (Qureshi 2005). Naturally, a distributed software design is an 

untamable problem (Feldgen, M. , Clua, O 2012). Understanding the essence of pervasive 

software based on system requirement is a great concern in the distributed system in which 

software components are spread over several nodes. This will lead to increase the complexity of 

the system. As a result, it is essential to organize these systems properly (Feldgen, M. , Clua, O 

2012). 



 
 

Software architectures for distributed systems are bulky and complex because of the 

transparency (ability of presenting a distributed system to the users as if it is a single machine) of 

the distributed system. Transparency conflicts with the other requirements. So the middleware is 

used as a highly flexible solution as it can facilitate integration of various components over the 

distributed system (Qureshi 2005). Integration of components is an error prone process for 

designing. Executable models of software designs offer this opportunity to simulate and test the 

design logic prior to implementation of the software (Gomaa 2008). Software  designers 

frequently  sketch  different designs,  in order to  explore  the design’s  problems, particularly  

during  the  early  stages of software design. This overdesigning imposes prematurely the 

conformity and precision in case of the formal design tool usage (Mangano, N., Dempsey, M. 

and Lopez, N., Van der Hoek, Andre 2011). Additonaly, in last two decades, the distributed 

software system has been shifted from “data-aware” information systems to “process- aware” 

information system (PAIS) (Dumas, et al. 2005). In addition, Service Oriented Architecture 

(SOA) is viewed as a collection of services to support the business process (van der Aalst 2004), 

(Georgakopoulos 1995), (Muehlen 2004). Being aware of all processes and services is 

mandatory to have an effective SOA design, while there are enormous processes tangled in a 

distributed system. 

Process mining makes a great improvement in application domains’ processes. 

Information systems store huge number of events. However, there is still a problem to gain a 

useful value from these event data. Process mining facilitates the system to extract the process, 

which is related information from the event data. It automatically discovers a process model 

from the recorded event (W. M. Aalst 2011). 

Colored Petri Nets (CP-nets or CPNs) is a graphical language for concurrent system 

modeling and evaluation of their features. It is a modeling language based on the discrete event 

and capability of Petri net. This language has been enriched by the high level programming 

language. Petri nets present a model in graphical notation that is emphasizing concurrency and 

synchronization of the model (Kurt 2009). 

  Process mining discovers processes from the event log. Processes can be presented in 

CPNs as it describes processes accurately. CPNs also can be used for simulation in order to 

synthesize data for process mining. Complex designs can be sketched by CPNs tools in order to 

simulate the event log for process mining. Then, process mining tools discover and evaluate 

processes to test CPNs model. CPNs and process mining combination eases the designing of 

software architecture in early stages of the software development. Moreover, implemented 

software can be logged according to process mining criteria during the run time. So, the factual 

software architecture can be extracted and evaluated against the designed software architecture 

which has been introduced in early stages of the software development. This approach is 

applicable particularly in contexts of distributed system. 

 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Seamless interconnection and organization of multiple software and components are emerging a 

challenge, which is taking over coding of individual modules (Dumas, et al. 2005). 

Consequently, designing of service-oriented, adaptive software, and evolutionary software 

architectures are also challenging (Gomaa 2008). Software systems have not any tangible 

representation, which allows us to perceive directly the realization of the large-scale abstractions 

(software architecture). It is difficult to identify components and their interactions (factual 

software architecture) in distributed software. In order to reduce this challenge, Software 



 
 

Architecture is treated independently to have an accurate understanding of the requirements 

(functional and non-function) (Gardazi, S.U. and Shahid, A. 2009). Using the new paradigms of 

“from programming to assembling”, and “from data orientation to process orientation”, software 

architecture becomes more independent from the platform (Dumas, et al. 2005). 

There are many approaches to assess extracted software architectures free from its 

platform. Unified Modeling Language (UML) 2.0 is being used mostly in software architecture 

modeling and assessment area (Jensen and Aalst 2009) (Rodriguez-Priego 2010), but it suffers 

from lack of semantic and presenting complex interaction. So it uses formal aids like Petri net as 

a complementary method (Kirsten Berkenkötter 2008), (ShangGuan We 2009) (Virbitskaite 

2007) (Baek Jorgensen 2004). Petri Net has the proper visualization beside its semantic (W. M. 

Aalst 2011) (Kurt Jensen 2009), which helps stockholders to understand software architecture 

more conveniently.  

Process mining in practice indicates that the ideal models applied to configure system are 

not really reflected in the real life model (Kurt Jensen 2009). Although many tools and 

techniques have been used in the real-life processes in process mining, still there is a problem to 

extract the proper models from the log files (van Dongen 2003) (Reijers 2007) (ShangGuan We 

2009). 

The challenge is how to collect the appropriate event data in order to apply for process 

mining. Firstly, data may be spread over various resources. Secondly, event data is normally 

uncompleted. Thirdly it may be contaminated by outliers. Lastly, event data might not be stored 

in the same level of granularity (v. d. Aalst 2012). In practice, process mining relies on event 

logs of highly complex processes to discover the models or check the conformance of the 

existing models (Kurt 2009) (v. d. Aalst 2012). 

This research aims to extract software architecture models from the log files of 

distributed systems by process mining techniques and presents software architecture in Petri net. 

This happens in order to extract factual software architectures from the system. Process mining 

deals with the log files of system and overcomes to the challenge of large-scale abstraction. The 

model which is presented in Petri net is verifiable and executable. There are some trivial jobs in 

between which connect the steps of methodology. 

 
PETRI NET AND PROCESS MINING IN SOFTWARE DESIGN 

The executable model of software architecture with mathematical proof techniques can validate 

software architecture design prior to implementation. The executable model may synthesize 

textual or semi-formal specification to simulate software architecture model. Also, a visualized 

model of software architecture indicates that the system has been explored deeply (Heft 

2004).There is a need of static models (object frames) beside dynamic models (activity frames) 

to simulate non-deterministic behaviors of a software system (Jeffrey J.P. Tsai 2009). 

Complexity and interleaving of software system may lead to state explosion problem (Sharafi 

2007). Recently, Petri nets are used to formalize UML interactions because they describe the true 

concurrency and interleaving behaviors within software interactions. The UML notation meets 

the user’s needs flexible enough to heed their expectations, but this flexibility rooted from 

semantic informality that can be interpreted differently (Gomaa 2008). So it is difficult to 

analyze and verify automatically. UML 2.0 is more precise than UML 1.x., but UML 2.0 still 

encounters with problems in terms of informality and lack of tools to analyze and validate 

models automatically (Thouraya Bouabana 2013). Normally, executable models in the area of 

software architecture can be presented by Petri net, queuing network and stochastic process 



 
 

algebra (S. a. Emadi 2008). Rodriguez introduces references concept map that is insightfull for 

software modeling. it suggests Petri net as the powerful modeling technique (Rodriguez-Priego 

2010). Medvidovic compares between 10 Architectural Description Languages (ADLs) includes; 

UniCon ACME, Wright Aesop, MetaH, C2, Darwin, Rapide, SADL, Weavs .The study states 

that the Hierarchal Colored Petri Net possesses all the capabilities in order to model the software 

architecture (Medvidovic 2000). On the other hand, Use Case is often described in an informal 

language. Although it is readable, still there are needs to be precise in specification. There are 

several researches to formalize Use Cases (v. d. Aalst 2012), such as BNF-like grammar which is 

formally described them. (Gervasi 2009) Due to this end, there are several types of UML(Fuzzy 

UML) F-UML transforms F-UML to formal model (Fuzzy Petri Net), and then presents 

feedbacks to software model elements. It shows the ability of handling uncertainty in information 

systems modeling by using of the standard language (Haroonabadi 2008). CPN tool offers some 

techniques for probability in transition of states. Generally, Petri nets are being applied in 

software requirement elicitation, software modeling and upholding UML in order to execute and 

verify diagrams. Typically, in recent distributed systems, software and hardware are intertwined 

tightly. Traditional development is exposed to new challenges for the system component 

integration (Staines 2010). Formal process of algebraic language like (CCS, π – calculus, CSP, 

ACP) is frequently used in academic researches like Petri nets. The trend follows clarity of 

specification of the process regardless of any special attention to the particular analysis technique 

(Kurt Jensen 2009). 

There are some researches (Michel dos Santod Soares 2008), (Simonetta Balsamo 2012), 

(Zee 2011), (Wensong Hu 2011), (Staines 2010), (Khadka 2008), (S. a. Emadi 2008), (Emadi 

and Shams 2008), (Heft 2004), (Gervasi 2009), (Thouraya Bouabana 2013), (Pettit 2004), 

(ShangGuan We 2009), (Meier 2011) that implicitly or explicitly state there is a need of formal 

approach for current UML modeling. In addition, they suggest Petri nets in order to make UML 

more formalized. 

PROCESS MINING ADOPTION 

Complexity and dynamism of reality is higher than what models represent. Sometimes, models 

are abstracted from details and some of their aspects are not relevant to the purpose of the model 

(Kurt Jensen 2009). What process mining does is to connect between the real process model and 

their data. Basically, information systems record the event data in an unstructured way. The data 

should be collected from various tables or sub-systems’ exchanging messages. Accordingly, it is 

necessary to extract and filter the event data from the existing data. This is mandatory part of 

process mining (W. M. Aalst 2011). 

Some researches (Hua Duan 2009), (W.M.P. van der Aalst a 2011), (Kaymak 2012), 

(Lemos 2011) apply process mining in the field of software management. These studies show 

that process mining is applicable in various area of software engineering. Besides, there is not 

any research has been done in the current proposed area so far. 

 

PROPOSED SOLUTION 
 

According to reviews of the last research in software architecture evaluation (Gorton 2009), 

categorization of the software architecture discovery method is a very difficult job. 

Consequently, the proposed approach has adopted from activities of the late software 

architecture evaluation method (Lindvall 2003), which is a standard method. 



 
 

ATAM, ALMA, PASA are well-known software architecture review techniques (Gorton 

2009). However, they suffer from lack of agility (Kijas 2013). They are not Ad-hoc (Babar 2014) 

and cannot be applied on the late stage of software architecture implementation easily (Lindvall 

2003). 

IDENTIFYING ARCHITECTURE ELEMENTS FROM ACTUAL SYSTEM 

Software architecture perception is very crucial for maintenance and evolves of system. 

Typically, software architecture is depicted and shared in documents and diagrams in which they 

are created manually. Sometimes, software architecture models do not comply the actual 

implemented architecture. The factual architecture is an expected architecture which is attempted 

to be illustrated in the software architecture model. However, the implemented software contains 

the architecture implicitly via code structures and its dependencies (Beck 2010). The comparison 

of early software architecture, which is planned, with the implemented architecture in the latter 

point can indicate architectural drifts. Besides, evaluating the implemented software architecture 

versus the documented architecture reveals architectural violations (Beck 2010) (Dumas, et al. 

2005). In this step, software components and modules are identified by the system document 

review.  

 
                                                             IDENTIFY EVENTS 

 

Process mining produces business process models from the log file, which is the list of the 

sequence of activities. These activities associate with an event. Therefore, we should identify the 

events prior to start with process mining in a system. 

Assume E is the event universe, i.e., the set of all possible event identifiers. Events is 

featured by different attributes, e.g., an event has a timestamp, correspond to an activity, is 

executed by special doer. Let AN be a set of attribute names. For any event e ∈ E and name n ∈ 

AN:#n(e) is the value of attribute n for event e . If event e does not have an attribute named n , 

then #n (e) =⊥ (null value). 

For a better understanding, the standard attributes are presumed below: 

• #activity(e) is the activity associated to event e . 

• #time(e) is the timestamp of event e . 

• #resource(e) is the resource associated to event e . 

• #trans(e) is the transaction type associated to event e , examples are schedule, start, complete, and 

suspend. 

(Classifier) For any event e ∈ E , e is the name of the event. 

If events are identified by their activity name, then e = #activity (e). Also it is possible that  

e = #resource(e). 

 

Assume A is a set of activity names. A basic trace σ is a sequence of activities, i.e., σ ∈ 

A∗.A simple event log L is a multi-set of traces over A. 

     All cases in L are converted into sequences of (activity) names using the classifier. A 

case c ∈  L is an identifier from the case universe C. (c^) = #trace(c) =<e1,e2,...,en>∈E∗ is the 



 
 

sequence of events executed for c (#trace(c) can be any possible subset of all events’ set). (c^) 

=<e1,e2,...,en>maps these events onto (activity) names using the classifier.  

The α-algorithm gets workflow log as an input and returns Petri net as an output. Bear in 

mind, that the time record confirms that the tasks are totally logged in order. According to such a 

logging process, definition introduces four ordering sub-relations among tasks:  

> 𝑤, → 𝑤, #𝑤, ||𝑤 

(1) 

       Definition 1 (Log-based ordering relations) Let W is a workflow log over T (W is a 

scoped part of log T. It means W can be any subset of T). W∈  (T*), Let a, b∈T (a and b are any 

different events which belong to T) (W. M. Aalst 2011): 

 
FIGURE 1. Relationship between events 

The algorithm indicates the relationship between two events can be stated in four 

different types: 1. Ordered, 2. Succession 3. Not ordered and 4. Parallel. 

MAKING LOG FILES 

The data need to be transformed to a log format. A database D, any tuple d ∈ D has the form of d 

=<c,t,s>, whereas d.c identifies an unique component, and d.s indicates the location of the 

component at time d.t.  The time is assumed as a discrete variable, which is expressed by the 

discrete value with defined granularity. Moreover, the event data unit may happen anytime, apart 

from any regular intervals found in time series. Additionally, space is modeled as a semantic 

locations’ collection, either a physical spaces such as special node or station, or cyber locations 

such as web addresses and domains. Spatiotemporal database D as indicated in graph G (GV, 

GE), where: GV is the set of nodes/components in G, GE is the set of edges/links in G according 

to spatiotemporal co-occurrences between components (Lauw 2005) (Sahlabadi 2014). 

In this study, the new tuple is proposed with two additional fields of m and r. Moreover, 

d.r represents the component role in an interaction. Also, r ∈R*, indicates that the component can 

have the multiple role. The d.m is an event type which depends on the system and m ∈M*, 

R ∈ {𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟, 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟, 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟} 

m is the event type, and m ∈M, (Sahlabadi 2014) 

 
MERGING LOG FILES 

As the log file would be disterbuted over the differnet nodes, there is a need of merging 

alogrithm to collect all logs to a single log file. 



 
 

Input: A #Thread(e) 

 

Output: Merged traces 

1. e = #trace(#Thread(e)))→ 𝑡𝑛 

2. foreach loge file contain (#Thread(e)) do 

3.             extract  𝑡  in which ( (#Thread(e) ∈ 𝑡 ) Λ  (tail(𝑡𝑛) #time  < head(𝑡)#time)) 

4.                      𝑡→𝑡𝑛+1 

5.                      append(𝑡𝑛, 𝑡𝑛+1) 

6.    end  

 

The above algorithm should be done on logs and data in order to have a final model. 

Dealing with various data stored over the distributed system and merging them together, is 

crucial along with scoping related data in terms of time and space. Append function adds the 

subsequent event which has been stored in different log files to the event happened prior to it. 

The case study would vary in such areas and there is not any standard way to support the unique 

method. 

PLAY-IN, PLAY-OUT, AND REPLAY 

It is worthy to mention that process mining is ambitious to provide reasonable ties between a 

process model and the “reality” obtained from an event data.  The terms of Play-in, Play-out, and 

Replay are coined for sake of above-mentioned fact. Play-out is one of the basic usages of 

process models. Petri nets generate many possible behaviors. The technique of “playing the 

token game” executes repeatedly and produces traces by means of Petri nets. Play-out either 

analyzes models or enacts business processes. Normally, Play-out engines are simulation tools, 

which run the experiments. Actually, the simulation runs a model repeatedly in order to 

effectively collect confidence intervals and statistics. Moreover, the exhaustive state-space’s 

analysis is a rampant method named model checking that can be executed as Play-out methods. 

In opposite side of the Play-out method, Play-in method stands. Sample of behaviors are 

collected to produce the proper model that is generalizing the specific behavior. Play-in method 

is also known as an inference. Play-in techniques discover event logs by various discovery 

approaches. The α-algorithm is one of the basic Play-in approaches. Event log and its relevant 

process models are both inputted to Replay. The event log is replayed based on the process 

model (W. M. Aalst 2011). Simulation also could prove the model validity. Figure 2 has shown 

the simulation originated from the reality and compared between them. Using this model, it is 

possible to identify the model’s correctness.  

 
 

FIGURE 2. Simulation for validation (W. M. Aalst 2011) 

 



 
 

EXAMPLE OF ANALYSIS 

Considering system policy ,security strategy and rules , there is an example in a system that data 

should be stored in various remote nodes. Besides,the petri net model with the performance 

considertion (Time out palce) is evaluted. The main requierments of software architecture are 

normally stated in natural languags or UML diagrams, they both can be converted in to Petri nes 

(Emadi and Shams 2008) (S. a. Emadi 2008). Figure 3  has shown the Petri net model of 

software architecture based on main requiermens of system. In this figure, the policy is as 

follow; Data should be stored three times in different nodes. 

 
 

FIGURE 3 Shows model of secure transaction 

 

In this research, log files have been synthetized by Color Petri Nets (CPN) tool (K. a. 

Jensen 2009). CPN Tool 4.0 simulates timed Hierarchal Colored Petri nets. Figure 4 shows the 

Petri net model synthetizes raw data. The start node produces ten tokens to run the model ten 

times. 



 
 

 

FIGURE 4. Shows HCPN model of simulation 

 

The  data  which  has  been  produced by CPN should be converted  to  Extensible Event 

Stream (XES)/  Mining  Extensible  Markup  Language  (MXML) format which is 

understandable for Prom. Figure 5 indicates the raw data has been provided by simulation of 

CPN tool. The raw data has been modified regarding to Making / Merging Log Files steps. The 

final log file consists of 10 process instances and 82 events.  

 

FIGURE 5. Initilal log file 

 

Then, as data is clean, Alpha algorithm is a good choice to extract the model. Prom 6.7 

has been used in order to convert data to the log file. Alpha algorithm has been applied by means 

of alpha-plugin of Prom. Synthesized data is used in order to ensure about efficiency of the 

approach. As it is shown in the figure 6, the resulted model presented in Petri Net model is 

similar to figure 3. It indicates that the extracted factual software architecture conforms the 

planned architecture.  



 
 

 
FIGURE 6. Sofwtare architcture in Petri net model exctracted by Alpha algorithm 

 

In this study, the model is checked by Linear Temporal Logic (LTL),which is kind of a 

temporal logic. LTL has additional operators. The primitive logical operators which are temporal 

operators are; always ([] ), eventually (<> ), until (└┘ ), wait until ( W ), and next time ( O).  

LTL  checker plugin of Prom 6.7 loads the LTL procedures. As  can be seen below in the 

snippet of LTL code, there are four main procedures: 1. Saved_Xor_Lost() which ensures the 

traces should be ended either with Saved or Lost node, 2. Data_Should_Store_three_times() 

which checks the data should be stored three times to assume it as a saved case, 3. 

No_same_resource() that ensures the data has been stored in three different resources, 4. 

Following_action_Signal() ensures that if the data is not saved three times, it should be saved 

again.  

1. procedure Saved_Xor_Lost ( ) := 

2. (<>(activity == "saved") <-> !(<>(activity == "lost"))); 

 

3. procedure  following_action_Signal() := 

4. []( (activity == " Signal" -> _O( ((activity == "saved" \/ 

5. activity == "Lost") \/ activity == "AllocateAccessibleResource") ))); 

 

6. execute( r : resource, a : activity ) := 

7. ( (activity == a /\ resource == r ) ) ; 

 

8. procedure no_same_resource() := 

9. forall[r:resoure | 

10. (((!(execute(r,"StoreData 1")) \/ !(execute(r," StoreData 2"))) /\ 

11. (!(execute(r," StoreData 1")) \/ !(execute(r," StoreData 3")))) /\ 

12. (!(execute(r," StoreData 2")) \/ !(execute(r," StoreData 3")))) ]; 

 

13. saved(a : activity ) := 

14. ( (activity == a /\ return == "saved" ) ) ; 

 

15. procedure Data_Should_Store_three_times( ) := 

16. (((accept("StoreData 1") /\ accept("StoreData 2")) /\ 

17. accept("StoreData 3")) 

18. ( activity == "saved" ) ); 

19. formula started_before_finished_after( start _tim e:tim esta mp, 

20. end_time:timestamp) := 

21. (<>( timestamp < start_time ) /\ <>(    timestamp > end_time )); 



 
 

Result of LTL after executions indicates that the log file does not have any non-compliant 

trace for Saved_Xor_Lost() and No_same_resource(), while non-compliant trace is 8 and 9 for 

Data_Should_Store_three_times(), and 1,3,7,8 and 10 for following_action_Signal().Figure 7 

shows the non-compliant traces for following_action_Signal in Prom6.7 

 

 

FIGURE 7. shows non-compliant traces of following_action_Signal(). 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Process mining techniques help designers to collect the transform log files in order to process a 

model using Petri Net presentation. Process mining reduces the documentation overwork. It 

relies on the factual and detailed system process rather than the abstract or briefed model. It also 

makes the software architecture maintenance easier. Petri Net has the great capability to 

represents a model with functional and non-functional details. 

The approach extracts the real software architecture and evaluates the software 

architecture with its drift from the planned software architectures which has been designed in 

early stage of software development. It is also simple, graphical to understand by other 

stockholders and executable to simulate abstract indicating model behaviors in details. This 

approach saves time and budget as it can be applied during the project, unlike other approaches 

that only be applied once before starting of the project. The approach can be considered as an 

agile software architecture method. 

The idea of using process mining in software architecture design is introduced for the 

first time in this research. It can also be extended to the software requirement engineering. In 

addition, using this approach has the revolutionary effects. The researchers planned to drag 

further research on the software architecture maintenance of enterprises in which more methods 

and facts will be explored. 
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